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Dateline Munich
A world class speaking faculty of IP thought leaders
debated with delegates from around the word at the
third IP Business Congress, held this year in Munich.
Creating value from IP and other intangible assets was
the theme of the event, and what is abundantly clear is
just how many possibilities there now are to do this for
those willing to think creatively about what they own
www.iam-magazine.com
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The IP Business Congress (IPBC), which took
place between 20th and 22nd June in
Munich, was the biggest and best of the
three that we have so far held. Over 450
delegates were at the Bayerischer Hof Hotel
in the Bavarian capital. They included chief
IP officers from all kinds of industries and
from all sizes of company; there were policy
makers; patent office heads, past and
present; IP deal makers and service
providers; people from the finance
community; a smattering of university
technology licensing officers and academics;
not forgetting senior law and attorney firm
partners. Not only did they get breaking
news on subjects such as the EU patent and
reforms to the US Patent and Trademark
Office, they also heard the latest thinking on
subjects as diverse as IP valuation, NPE
business models, managing reputation,
creating 21st century brands and building IP
as a profit centre.
The debates around all the many issues
that were discussed were fascinating and
highly informative. That's what happens
when you bring together such a high-quality
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group of people, all of whom are keen to
listen, learn and comment. While it would be
impossible to summarise everything that
was discussed, a few general points emerged,
some of which are briefly summarised below:
• There is a real camaraderie between inhouse IP people, even at the most senior
level. They are willing to share
knowledge and (some) company
information with their peers. The idea of
IP as a business asset is at a stage where
no one feels they have all the right
answers. This facilitates a kind of open
innovation approach to the development
of thinking and best practices around
subjects such as the role of the chief IP
officer. Long may it continue.
• On the business front, it seems as if the
worst is now behind us. There was a
buzz around the IPBC this year that had
to do with the fact that many companies
are now coming out of the really hard
times and looking at growth again.
However, the recession has taught some
long-term lessons. One of the most
important of these could be that you do
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not need to file as many patents as you
once thought you did.
On a related note, quality was a real
watchword. In the end, if you are going
to create real IP value – monetary or
otherwise – you can do it only on the
back of quality IP.
Although things may be improving, it is
still a tough licensing market out there.
Finding licensees and getting them to
agree to terms that you think are realistic
is extremely hard. On the other hand,
there does seem to be a growing interest in
patent sales. This is a trend that has been
developing over the last two or three years.
There is more to IP than patents. And
there is more to intangible value than IP.
At previous IPBCs, almost all the talk
has been about patents. This year it was
very noticeable how many more people
were speaking about brands, intellectual
assets and capital, and intangibles in
general. Patents are just one part of one
part of the equation. What is the point
in owning potentially great patents if no
one wants to buy into the brands that
www.iam-magazine.com
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1. Joost van Rossem from Shell asks a question
during the IP and SMEs plenary
2. Donald Dunner (right) receives his IP Hall of
Fame induction certificate from David Brown of
Thomson Reuters
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3. The panellists on the Meet the Decision Makers
plenary. From left to right: Senator Richard Yung
(France); USPTO Director, David Kappos (US);
Chairman of the European Parliament's Legal
Affairs committee, Klaus-Heiner Lehne MEP
(Germany); and session moderator, AIPLA
executive director, Todd Dickinson (US)
4. The Evolving IP Business Market plenary. GE's
Carl Horton speaks as his four co-panellists (from
the left) Vincent Pluvinage (Intellectual Ventures),
Marshall Phelps (Article One Partners),
Pier Angelo Biga (IP Finance Institute) and
Wayne Sobon (Accenture), listen
5. Margot Froehlinger, Director, Knowledgebased Economy, Internal Market and Services DG,
European Commission, updates delegates on EU
patent and court negotiations
6. Yoshi Ryujin of Ryujin Patent & Licensing, a
speaker in the Asian Decade in IP breakout
7. IAM editor Joff Wild (right) congratulates IP Hall
of Fame inductee Ruud Peters
8. Benoît Battistelli, the new EPO president,
makes a point from the floor during the Meet the
Decision Makers plenary
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9. Marshall Phelps (left) in discussion with
David Kappos at the opening reception
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1. A packed room for the Getting to Grips with
NPEs breakout on Tuesday 22nd June
2. Coffee break, the morning of 21st June
3. Henry Blanco White, son of Thomas Blanco
White, speaking after having received his father's
IP Hall of Fame induction certificate
4. IP Hall of Fame inductee Jochen Pagenberg
(left), with his wife Birgitt and Jacques Gevers
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1. Guests at the IP Hall of Fame Gala Dinner, the
Lenbach Restaurant, Monday 21st June
2. Paul Michel (right) receives his IP Hall of Fame
induction certificate from David Brown
3. Scott Frank, President of AT&T Intellectual
Property, a speaker in the Patents in the USA
breakout
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you build around them and/or you do
not have the distribution know-how to
get branded products in front of
potential buyers? And who is going to
buy anything from you if your
reputation is heading south? For IP
professionals, the next big challenge
may well be about contextualising their
roles and expanding them into areas that
are not necessarily obvious fits right
now – that applies especially for those
working inside IP/IA-owning
companies. Expect to see a lot more
about all of this over the coming years.
The debate about IP needs to be less
about processes and procedures, and a
lot more focused on what IP enables
– jobs, health, a cleaner environment
and so on. It's when you start talking
about these things and demonstrating
the facilitative role that IP plays that
you get the attention of the top policy
makers.

Restaurant for the IP Hall of Fame Gala
Dinner, sponsored by Thomson Reuters.
Four of 2010’s inductees – Don Dunner,
Paul Michel, Jochen Pagenberg and Ruud
Peters – were there to collect their
induction certificates; while we were also
honoured to welcome the son and wife of
Thomas Blanco White – 2010’s other
inductee, who died in 2006.
Everyone at IAM would like to take this
opportunity to thank the delegates, speakers
and sponsors for helping to make the IPBC
2010 such a memorable event. Next year,
the IPBC goes back to the US and will be
held in San Francisco between 19th and 21st
June. To keep up to date with venue and
programme information, please visit
www.ipbusinesscongress.com.

On the evening of Monday 21st June,
delegates gathered at the Lenbach
www.iam-magazine.com
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